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Three Keys to 113-84 loss to Rockets 

 

By Chris Vivlamore 

 

HOUSTON -- A look at the three keys elements of the Hawks’ 113-84 loss to the Rockets Wednesday: 

Early deficit: The Hawks fell behind early with a poor shooting first quarter. They trailed by as many as 

12 points in the opening period as they shot just 35 percent (7 of 20). The Rockets shot 63 percent (12 of 

19). The Rockets never trailed.  Each time the Hawks managed to rally, the Rockets squashed it. 

 

“They really made shots," Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer said. "They’ve got a great combination of 

attacking the paint, attacking the rim, and then spreading out the court and finding open shooters. 

Tonight, I think their shooting was the biggest counter, the biggest difference. They made a lot of shots.” 

Teague limited: The Rockets did an effective job of neutralizing Jeff Teague. The point finished with just 

four points and six assists in 25 minutes. 

 

“They’ve got some bigs inside with Dwight Howard and (Omar) Asik off the bench," Budenholzer said. 

"Terrence Jones blocked a couple shots as an athletic power forward. I think their defense was good. I 

think it probably wasn’t one of his better games. You have to give the defense credit.” 

 

Rockets bench: The Rockets were led in scoring by Francisco Garcia and Aaron Brooks, both with 21 

points off the bench. Garcia made three 3-pointers and Brooks had four 3-pointers. For the game, the 

Rockets bench outscored the Hawks bench 67-32. When the Rockets had no James Harden, Dwight 

Howard was held to 11 points and Jeremy Lin played just four minutes, the reserves were key. 

 

“Their bench, you could say was the difference in the game," Budenholzer said. "Francisco Garcia hit 

some really tough shots. He got some open looks that he made also. There were times when we were all 

over him and he still managed to score. Aaron Brooks was really similar. He had some open looks that he 

made, then he made some tough baskets. They’ve got some depth. All those guys came in and 

contributed and the bench was a big difference." 

 

 


